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Climate change is just a hoax
Politicians tryna fake,
Our world’s health so they can make
Themselves more successful
But in doing so
They put us
In the wake
Of destruction

We must think
For ourselves, learn from the past
We must act
For the earth, preserve the present
We must rise
For our children, help save the future

Because it doesn’t matter what global leaders believe
It doesn’t matter what they decide
It doesn’t matter what the media portrays
It doesn’t matter
Because we are poisoning the planet

And these consequences aren’t felt by every country equally
Things like rising sea levels happen to conveniently
Affect poor countries more severely than the rich ones

The global political stage makes it so the rich get richer
The poor get poorer
We are trapped in a vicious cycle
Of greed
Of predation
Of power and discrimination

It’s so ironic
We’ve named ourselves
Homo sapiens sapiens
Our name literally means
We’re aware of our awareness
When in reality
We’re just ignorant of our ignorance

Global warming needs a global solution
It’s the only way we can fight global pollution
It’s known as We The People
We can all make a change
We are all *needed* to make a change
Is it really so strange
To want a future for our kids?

We cannot go back into the past
And undo all our misdoings
Right all our wrongs
Make injustices just
Inequalities equal

But if we make the same mistakes as before
This beautiful planet that we all adore
Will be nothing more than a dinosaur
And humanity, a relic of a bygone age
Forced to make a premature exit from the stage
The stage of life

We must act, write, speak, petition
Do whatever it takes to advance our mission
We need to open our hearts
Joins forces with our brethren across the globe

Because no dam can contain the force of billions of people

United under one cause

It’s enough to give even the mighty pause

As this appeal comes to an end

I must reiterate that we cannot bend

To the will and desires of the wealthy few

Before we do something we can’t undo

Because the goal we seek can’t be outdone

A better future for everyone